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The bill removes the existing restriction on pumped hydroelectric facilities as a source of recycled
energy, which is included in the definition of an eligible energy resource under the renewable energy
standard statute.
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Section 1 of the bill removes the low-income energy assistance program administered by Energy
Outreach Colorado (EOC) from the grant program reserve funded by tier 2 severance tax operational
fund money.
Section 2 clarifies that the definition of a "low-income utility customer", with regard to the public utilities
commission's (PUC) consideration of a preference or advantage that a gas or electric utility grants a
low-income utility customer, means a utility customer who meets the Colorado department of human
services' income eligibility criteria.
Sections 3 and 4 make modifications to the legislative commission on low-income energy assistance,
wherein section 3 expands the commission's scope to include water utility assistance and section 4
reduces the composition of the commission from 11 members to 7 members.
Section 4 also requires the commission to:
! Advise the Colorado energy office (office) on grants awarded from the federal department of energy
regarding the office's weatherization assistance program;
! Advise water utilities that provide their customers with utility assistance and efficiency programs; and
! Review EOC's annual budget that it submits to the PUC regarding the use of funding for utility bill
payment assistance.
Monitor
Sections 5, 6, and 8 to 10 concern the creation of an energy assistance system benefit charge, which is
a mandatory monthly charge that investor-owned electric and gas utilities are required to collect from
their customers. The initial amount of the charge per customer is $1 for electric service provided and $1
for natural gas service provided, but the PUC may adopt rules to modify the amount of the charge, so
long as the charge is at least $1 per service provided. Investor-owned utilities are required to remit the
charges collected to EOC to help finance the direct utility bill payment assistance and energy retrofit
programs that EOC administers for low-income households.
Sections 7 and 11 concern voluntary, opt-in charges that a water utility may offer its customers to help
finance the water utility bill payment assistance program that EOC administers. Alternatively, a water
utility may implement its own water utility bill payment assistance program.
Section 12 requires EOC and the office, when installing energy retrofits for low-income households, to
prioritize customer savings, emission reductions, and improving indoor air quality.
Section 13 governs reporting requirements for EOC regarding the mandatory monthly energy assistance
system benefit charge and voluntary, opt-in monthly water utility bill payment assistance collections.
Sections 14 to 17 make conforming amendments.
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Makes current laws concerning governance and transparency for cooperative electric associations
(associations) applicable to nonprofit generation and transmission cooperative electric associations that
provide wholesale electric service directly to Colorado cooperative electric associations that are its
members;
Eliminates an exemption to those requirements for associations with fewer than 25,000 members;
Allows an association to authorize, in its bylaws, its members and directors to participate in meetings
electronically;
Allows an association to authorize, in its bylaws, members to vote in an election through a secure and
verifiable electronic voting system;
Clarifies that members voting or participating in a meeting electronically are considered present in
person for the purpose of establishing quorum;
Defines joint memberships and clarifies how joint memberships can vote;
Amends the deadlines and requirements for notice of an election;
Requires an association to adopt written policies concerning the compensation of board members and
disclosures of conflicts of interest for board members;
Requires board members to fulfill their duty of loyalty to the cooperative association at all times; except
that, if a director serves on the board of both a generation and transmission association and a
distribution association, the director can not be required to prioritize the director's duty to the generation
and transmission association over the director's duty to the distribution association; and
Requires associations to post on their websites information about their rates and net metering
requirements and to make financial audits available to members on request.
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The bill establishes the electric vehicle license plate, which is issued for use on plug-in electric motor
vehicles. The electric vehicle license plates are issued to the owner of a plug-in electric motor vehicle
upon registration of the vehicle and payment of applicable fees and taxes, unless the owner elects an
Support
alternative license plate. A person may be issued personalized electric vehicle license plates. The
requirement for decals to identify plug-in electric motor vehicles applies only if a person has not obtained
the electric vehicle license plate.
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The bill requires the Colorado work force development council (council), in collaboration with local work
force boards, the department of education, superintendents of local school districts, the state board for
community colleges and occupational education, and other postsecondary partners, to design a career
pathway for students in the energy sector using an existing statutory model for the design and
implementation of career pathways.
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Under current law, a producer or purchaser is required to withhold an amount from each disbursement
made to an interest owner in any oil and gas produced in the state and pay this amount to the
department of revenue. The bill fixes defects related to this law by:
Severance
Withholdings

Statutory
Correction

5/7/2021

Plastics

Management

6/22/2021

For purposes of electronic payments, replacing a cross-reference to a repealed subsection with a
reference to the current statutory requirement;
Expanding the defined term "producer" to be "producer or purchaser" to eliminate a redundancy in the
law; and
Repealing extraneous references to "oil shale" from the definition.
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The bill also repeals obsolete filing requirements that applied prior to July 1, 2007.
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Under current law, local governments are prohibited from requiring or banning the use or sale of specific Support
types of plastic materials or products. Section 1 repeals the prohibition on July 1, 2023.Section 2
prohibits stores and retail food establishments, on and after September 1, 2022, from providing singleuse plastic carryout bags to customers. The prohibition does not apply to inventory purchased before
September 1, 2022, and used on or before March 31, 2023, which may be supplied to a customer at the
point of sale for a 10-cent fee.
Between September 1, 2021, and September 1, 2022, a store may furnish a recycled paper carryout
bag or a single-use plastic carryout bag to a customer at the point of sale if the customer pays a fee of
10 cents per bag or a higher fee adopted by the municipality or county in which the store is located.
On and after September 1, 2022, a store may furnish only a recycled paper carryout bag to a customer
at the point of sale at a fee of 10 cents per bag or a higher fee imposed by the municipality or county in
which the store is located.
A store is required to remit, on a quarterly basis beginning January 1, 2022, 60% of the carryout bag fee
revenues to the municipality or county within which the store is located and may retain the remaining
40% of the carryout bag fee revenues. A municipality or county may use its portion of the carryout bag
fee revenues to pay for its administrative and enforcement costs and any recycling, composting, or other
waste diversion programs or related outreach or education activities.
The carryout bag fee does not apply to a customer that provides evidence to the store that the customer
is a participant in a federal or state food assistance program.
Section 2 also prohibits a retail food establishment, on and after January 1, 2022, from distributing an
expanded polystyrene product for use as a container for ready-to-eat food in this state. The prohibition
does not apply to retail food establishments located within certain schools until January 1, 2023; except
that the prohibition does not apply to a high school until January 1, 2024.
Retail food establishments that purchase expanded polystyrene products before January 1, 2022, may
continue to use the products until their supply is depleted.
Section 2 also authorizes a local government to enforce against a violation of section 2 and expressly
authorizes a county to impose a civil penalty against a store or retail food establishment of $500 for a
second violation or $1,000 for a third or subsequent violation.
On and after July 1, 2023, a local government may enact, implement, or enforce an ordinance,
resolution, rule, or charter provision that is as stringent as or more stringent than the requirements set
forth in the bill.
The bill requires the state forest service to conduct a study of biomass utilization by identifying the
potential costs and benefits of increasing biomass utilization throughout the state and any administrative
or statutory changes needed to increase biomass utilization. In conducting the study, the state forest
service shall engage in shared stewardship by consulting with various state agencies, local officials who
Support
serve communities in the wildland-urban interface, and other interested stakeholders. On or before
March 1, 2022, the state forest service shall submit a report summarizing its findings and
recommendations from the study to the governor and the legislative committees with jurisdiction over
agriculture and natural resources matters.
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The bill creates the Colorado soil health program in the department of agriculture (department). The soil
health program is voluntary. The department, commissioner of agriculture (commissioner), and state
agricultural commission will administer the soil health program.
The department may establish the following:
A system for monitoring the environmental or economic benefits of soil health practices;
A state soil health inventory and platform;
A soil health testing program; and
Other programs the department deems appropriate or necessary.
Before establishing a system, inventory and platform, or program, the department must provide public
notice and afford the public an opportunity to submit written comments.
The department may also:
Seek, accept, and expend gifts, grants, or donations;
Administer and expend the money from public and private sources;
Provide grants, loans, and other resources to perform soil health activities; and
Cooperate and collaborate with other people.
The bill also creates a soil health advisory committee (advisory committee). The commissioner is
required to appoint members who represent the different geographic areas, political diversity, and
demographic diversity of the state and include agricultural producers of diverse production systems.
The advisory committee will make recommendations to the department and assist in the development of
the soil health program. The advisory committee is also authorized to solicit input, review proposals and
agreements, and evaluate the soil health program.
The department shall maintain the confidentiality of information related to private lands that identify
landowners, land managers, agricultural producers, or lands.
No later than January 31 of each year, the department shall prepare and make available to the public a
report of its activities on its official website.
Current law defines as a "covered facility" a stationary source of air pollutants that reported in its federal
toxics release inventory filing at least one of the following amounts of the following "covered air toxics" in
one year:
! For hydrogen cyanide, 10,000 pounds;
! For hydrogen sulfide, 5,000 pounds; and
! For benzene, 5,000 pounds.
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The bill expands upon the requirements applicable to covered facilities by:
! Directing the air quality control commission to consider, at least every 5 years, adding new types of
covered air toxics and adjusting the applicable emission thresholds;
! Requiring that a covered facility's outreach to communities near the covered facility, in particular
disproportionately impacted communities, be conducted in the 2 most prevalent languages spoken in
the communities;
! Requiring covered facilities to conduct fenceline monitoring of covered air toxics and to publicly report
the results of the monitoring; and
! Requiring covered facilities to take corrective action within 15 days after a violation occurs.
The bill also requires the division of administration in the department of public health and environment to
conduct community-based monitoring of covered air toxics in areas near covered facilities and to
publicly report the results.
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The bill increases requirements for disclosure and transparency in the operations of unit owners'
associations (HOAs) in common interest communities, including:
Posting on the HOA information and resource center's website the community's governing documents,
and any amendments to those documents, in addition to recording them in the county land records as
required by current law ( sections 5 and 17 of the bill);
Supplying a list of the HOA's current fees chargeable upon sale of a home in the community to the HOA
information and resource center for posting on the center's own website ( sections 14 and 17 );
Posting on a website, with the web address communicated annually to all unit owners, the contact
information for the HOA and its management company, if any, as well as other information currently
required to be disclosed ( section 6 );
Specifically authorizing the state internet portal authority to coordinate with the HOA information and
resource center to host HOA websites on behalf of registered HOAs ( sections 1 and 17 );
Allowing unit owners to place items on a meeting agenda by petition, to record any portion of an open
meeting, and to invite a registered parliamentarian to observe executive board elections ( sections 11
and 12 );
Limiting the use of proxies by requiring express delegation of a unit owner's voting rights in a signed,
dated writing (section 12);
Prohibiting any action to be taken at an open meeting by written or secret ballot unless at least 20% of
the unit owners in attendance or represented by proxy so request (section 12); and
If access to association records required to be provided within 30 calendar days after a request was
submitted by certified mail is withheld beyond that period, penalizing the HOA $50 per day for not
providing them (section 14).
The bill also requires:
Members of an HOA's executive board to either certify that they know and fully understand the HOA's
governing documents or complete a free, online basic training course offered or approved by the HOA
information and resource center ( sections 8 and 17 );
The executive board to commission a reserve study at least every 3 years and, at least annually, to
adjust the HOA's finances accordingly ( sections 7 and 10 ); and
All contracts for goods or services over a specific dollar amount to be awarded based on a competitive
bid process involving at least 3 bids if possible ( section 13 ).
For purposes of the reserve study requirements, HOAs with fewer than 35 residential units that do not
employ professional association managers may conduct an internal reserve study.
Under current law, the developer of a subdivision (declarant) is not required to transfer control of the
HOA to executive board members representing the owners of units in the subdivision until specified
percentages of the units are sold to initial purchasers. Section 10 places limits on the amount of time
that may pass before the declarant must turn over control of the HOA to unit owners, regardless of the
percentage of units that remain unsold, and requires the annual budget to detail proposed allocations to
the reserve fund and a history of the prior year's expenditures from the reserve fund. Section 10 also
requires any vacancy on the executive board that occurs more than 60 days before the next board
election to be filled by a special election rather than by the remaining board members as allowed by
current law.
Section 9 prohibits the HOA from closing off or limiting use of the common elements except for a finite
period of time, with advance notice to unit owners and a statement of the reason for the closure, and
prohibits the selective scheduling of maintenance on common elements to immediately benefit certain
units in preference over others.
Upon the sale of a unit, current law requires disclosure to the buyer of certain HOA documents. Section
14 requires the HOA to ensure that the documents provided to a buyer or posted online are correct and
complete, and gives the buyer the right to sue for damages if they are not. Section 15 requires the HOA
to disclose whether a loss has occurred to common property that may result in a future assessment
against unit owners, and section 16 requires property and casualty insurers to pay claims for loss
assessments based on when the assessment is made rather than when the loss occurred, thus avoiding
a potential gap in coverage for the buyer of the unit.Section 2 adds specificity to the requirement that
HOAs allow installation of renewable energy generation devices (e.g., solar panels) subject to
reasonable aesthetic guidelines by requiring approval or denial of a completed application within 60
days and requiring approval if imposition of the aesthetic guidelines would result in more than a 10%
reduction in efficiency or a 10% increase in price.Section 3:
Amends current provisions regarding political yard signs to specify that the election season during which
such signs must be permitted begins 45 days before the first mail-in ballots are sent to voters, rather
than 45 days before the official date of the election; and
Specifically includes nonvegetative turf grass (also known as artificial turf) among the types of droughttolerant landscaping materials that the HOA may regulate but not prohibit.
Section 4 requires any dispute between the HOA and a unit owner to be submitted to mediation, either
through the office of dispute resolution within the Colorado judicial branch or through other available
mediation services, prior to the commencement of any legal proceeding. The HOA's acceptance of a
settlement proposed by the mediator does not preclude the HOA from enforcing covenants or rules in
any future proceeding.
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resilience office (office). The office may provide voluntary technical assistance, nonregulatory programs,
and incentives that increase the ability to anticipate, prepare for, mitigate, adapt to, and respond to
hazardous events, trends, or disturbances related to drought or the climate. The office may accept gifts,
grants, and donations for these purposes. On July 1, 2021, the state treasurer shall transfer all
unobligated money in the agriculture value-added cash fund to the newly created agriculture drought
Monitor
and climate resiliency cash fund. The commissioner of agriculture shall appoint the head of the office
and may promulgate rules necessary for the administration of the office's assistance, programs, and
incentives.Section 2 annually transfers $500,000 from tier 2 of the severance tax operational fund to the
new cash fund until July 1, 2029.
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The bill updates the methods used to determine the cost-effectiveness of demand-side management
(DSM) programs of public utilities selling natural gas at retail, including requiring that the calculation of
future benefits reflects the avoided costs to ratepayers resulting from reduced consumption of natural
gas. The bill specifies that the calculation must be based on reliable estimates and published scientific
data and must include methane emissions. In addition, the bill adds savings targets and budget control
mechanisms to the approval process for gas DSM programs, paralleling the existing process that
applies to electric DSM programs.
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The bill transfers $5 million from the general fund to the local government severance tax fund for the
purpose of funding grants to local governments for renewable and clean energy infrastructure
implementation projects. The grants must be made by August 15, 2021, or as soon as possible
thereafter, and the department of local affairs, which makes the grants, is required to report to the
Support
general assembly regarding the grants during its 2022 annual "SMART Act" presentation to legislative
committees of reference. $5 million is appropriated from the local government severance tax fund to the
division of local government of the department of local affairs so that the division can make the grants.
Section 3 of the bill defines "disproportionately impacted community" andSection 4 requires the air
quality control commission to promote outreach to and engage with disproportionately impacted
communities by creating new ways to gather input from communities across the state, using multiple
languages and multiple formats, and transparently sharing information about adverse effects resulting
from its proposed actions.Section 5 4 creates the environmental justice action task force (task force) in
the department of public health and environment (department), the goal of which is to propose
recommendations to the general assembly regarding practical means of addressing environmental
Too
Many to justice inequities. The task force will:
- Hold meetings to solicit public comment concerning the development of a state agency-wide
List
environmental justice strategy and a plan to implement that strategy, including ways to address data
Here.
gaps and data sharing between state agencies and the engagement of disproportionately impacted
See
communities;
Bill's
page. - Evaluate and propose recommended revisions to the definition of "disproportionately impacted
community" and the state agencies and their proposed actions that are subject to section 3; and
- File a final report by November 14, 2022, regarding its recommendations.
The department will report on the task force during the department's "SMART Act" presentations.
To implement the bill, section 6 appropriates 2.7 FTE and $456,090 from the general fund to the
department of public health and environment, of which $106,340 is reappropriated to the department of
law, including 0.5 FTE.
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The bill concerns the concept of "community choice energy" (CCE), under which a community, or group
of communities, may choose to purchase their electricity from a wholesale supplier other than the local
investor-owned electric utility. The bill declares that CCE has the potential to enable communities to
meet their renewable energy goals and to reduce their electricity rates by allowing wholesale
competition and local control over the energy supplier and energy mix without changing the local utility's
current status as sole supplier of electric transmission, distribution, billing, and customer service
functions.
To lay the groundwork for evaluating the potential adoption of CCE in Colorado, the bill proposes an
investigatory proceeding at the public utilities commission that would invite testimony and
Support
documentation from interested stakeholders, utilities, the public, invited subject-matter experts, and
persons with firsthand knowledge of CCE operations, including regulators from states in which CCE has
been implemented. The proceeding would address a series of questions and topics that are specified in
the bill, with the goal of better understanding CCE in the Colorado context and identifying best practices
that would allow CCE to function well in Colorado if adopted. The bill does not change current statutes
and regulations governing the electricity system.
The bill directs the commission to submit a report summarizing the investigatory proceeding to the
legislative committees with jurisdiction over energy matters by December 15, 2022.
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Current law imposes a limitation on the permit, application review, or any other related or associated
fees that may be assessed by counties, municipalities, state agencies, and political subdivisions of the
state for the installation of an active solar electric or solar thermal device or system. The bill modifies
this language so that the limitation applies to the aggregate of all charges or other related or associated
fees the state, a county, municipality, state agency, or any other political subdivision of the state
(governmental bodies) shall impose or assess for the installation of an active solar energy system.
The bill sets a limit on the aggregate of all charges or other related or associated fees any governmental
body may impose or assess to install an active solar energy system of $500 for a residential permit and
$1,000 for a commercial permit. In the case of a nonresidential application, on an individual installation
basis only, if the governmental body incurs actual costs for issuing the permit that are greater than
Support
$1,000, the governmental body is entitled to recovery of its actual costs for issuing the permit by
submitting in writing and disclosing to the applicant for the particular permit proof of the governmental
body's actual costs.
In connection with existing statutory requirements affecting state agencies and political subdivisions, the
bill clarifies that the duty to clearly and individually identify all fees and taxes assessed on an application
on the invoice lies with the state or any agency, institution, authority, or political subdivision of the state.
Under existing law, one component of determining the lawful fee for issuing a permit or reviewing an
application requires a comparison of the lesser of the actual costs of providing such services or $500 for
a residential application. The bill restricts a governmental body from increasing its fees or other charges
by more than 5% on an annual basis until the $500 limitation is achieved.
The bill also extends the repeal date of the existing fee limitation.
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Section 1 of the bill requires owners of certain large buildings (covered buildings), on an annual basis, to
collect and report to the Colorado energy office (office) the covered building's energy use. The bill
establishes a process requiring certain electric and gas utilities to provide energy-use data to a covered
building owner when requested by the covered building owner.
Section 1 also requires that, on or before June 1, 2027, a covered building owner demonstrate that, in
2026, the covered building met performance standards set forth in the bill. A covered building owner
must demonstrate compliance with the performance standards every 5 years after June 1, 2027. The air
quality control commission (commission) is required to adopt rules in 2026 or 2027 that extend or modify
the performance standards. Thereafter, the commission may, as the commission deems necessary,
modify the performance standards by rule.
Section 2 requires the office to assist covered building owners with the reporting requirements set forth
in section 1 by:
Creating a database of covered buildings and owners required to comply with section 1;
Developing publicly available, digitally interactive maps and lists showing the energy-use and
Support
performance-standard data reported;
Coordinating with any local government that implements its own energy benchmarking requirements or
energy performance program, including coordination of reporting requirements; and
Collecting an annual fee from owners of covered buildings of $100 per covered building. The office is
required to transfer the fees collected to the state treasurer, who will credit the fees to the climate
change mitigation and adaptation fund (fund) created in section 2.
Section 3 imposes penalties for violations of section 1, ranging from $500 to $5,000, depending on
whether the violations are first violations or subsequent violations, and requires that the civil penalty
payments be credited to the fund. Certain subsequent violations are also subject to a penalty of 2 cents
per square foot of gross floor area of the covered building for each day that the violations continue.
Section 4 modifies the definition of an "energy performance contract" that a governing body of a
municipality, county, special district, or school district (board) enters into for evaluation,
recommendations, or implementation of energy-saving measures to remove requirements that a board's
payment for goods and services pursuant to the contract be made within a certain number of years of
the contract's execution.
The bill makes general fund transfers of $8 million to the just transition cash fund (fund) and $7 million to
a newly created coal transition worker assistance program account (account) in the fund. The just
transition office (office) is required to expend at least 70% of the money transferred to the fund in state
fiscal year (FY) 2021-22 and any remaining money in state FY 2022-23 to implement the final just
transition plan for Colorado and to provide supplemental funding for existing state programs that the
office identifies as the most effective vehicles for targeted investment in coal transition communities. In
expending the money, the office is required to develop specific criteria for prioritizing the expenditures,
emphasize investment in tier one transition communities, as defined by the bill, and support specified
Support
types of programs in accordance with specified requirements and limitations.
Subject to specified requirements and limitations, the department of labor and employment is required to
expend at least 70% of the money transferred to the account in state FY 2021-22 and any remaining
money in state FY 2022-23 first for assistance programs that directly assist coal transition workers and
then, if money remains, to support family and other household members of coal transition workers and
create and implement a pilot program to test innovative coal transition work support programs.
The bill also amends and supplements existing definitions of "coal transition community" and "coal
transition worker" to improve the implementation of just transition.
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Sent to the
Governor

J.001
L.001
L.002
L.009

The department of personnel and the department of transportation are each required to establish
policies regarding the global warming potential for specific categories of eligible materials used to
construct certain public projects.
The department of personnel is required to establish a maximum acceptable global warming potential
for each category of eligible material used in certain public projects under its purview. The bill specifies
which building materials are eligible materials. The department of personnel is required to set the
maximum acceptable global warming potential at the industry average of global warming potential
emissions for that material and to express it as a number that states the maximum acceptable global
warming potential for each category of eligible material.
Specifications for solicitations for a public project requested by the department of personnel are required
to include that the global warming potential for any eligible material that will be used in the project shall
not exceed the maximum acceptable global warming potential for that material determined by the
department.
The department of transportation is required to develop policies to determine, track, and record
Support
greenhouse gas emissions for each category of eligible materials used in certain public projects under
its purview in a manner consistent with criteria in an environmental product declaration.
The department of personnel and the department of transportation are both are required to strive to
achieve continuous reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in construction materials over time for the
projects under their purview.
For solicitations for certain public projects under the purview of the department of personnel or the
department of transportation issued after certain dates, the contractor that is awarded the contract is
required to submit a current environmental product declaration for each eligible material proposed to be
used in the public project.
A contractor that is awarded a contract for a public project is prohibited from installing any eligible
material on the project until the contractor submits an environmental product declaration for that
material.
The department of personnel and the department of transportation are required to annually report to the
general assembly regarding the implementation of the bill.

Sent to the
Governor

L.002
L.004
L.005
L.007
L.018
L.020

The bill replaces the integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) program, which was repealed in
2019, with a mechanism by which an investor-owned utility seeking to implement an innovative energy
technology project may apply to the public utilities commission to acquire resources that demonstrate
the use of low- and zero-emission resources and other innovative energy technologies such as
advanced renewable energy and storage.

CRES Action

Letter sent to
sponsors and
House
Committee

Sections 1 and 2 of the bill ensure that clean energy resources and energy storage systems used to
store electricity are assessed for valuation for the purpose of property taxation in a similar manner to
renewable energy facility property used to generate and deliver electricity.
Currently, the property tax administrator (administrator) is required to determine the actual value of a
small or low impact hydroelectric energy facility, a geothermal energy facility, a biomass energy facility,
a wind energy facility, or a solar energy facility using the income approach to valuation only. This
Support
valuation currently involves a "tax factor" based on a 20-year period. Section 2 extends this period by 10
years for a renewable energy facility that begins generating energy on or after January 1, 2021. It also
specifies that after the 20- or 30-year period, as applicable, a tax factor is not applied and the taxable
value shall not exceed the depreciated value floor calculated using the cost basis method. Under
section 3, the administrator is required to utilize the income approach for solar energy facilities that
generate 2 megawatts or less, so that similar facilities will be valued in the same manner.

Governor
Signed

Governor
Signed
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page.
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L.012
L.011
L.010
L.007
L.006
L.004
L.003
L.002
L.001
J.002
L.016
L.017

Concerning the expansion of electric transmission facilities to enable Colorado to meet its clean energy
goals, and, in connection therewith, creating the Colorado electric transmission authority, requiring
transmission utilities to join regional transmission organizations, and allowing additional classes of
Monitor
transmission utilities to obtain revenue through the colocation of broadband facilities within their existing
rights-of-way.
The bill implements the recommendations of the department of regulatory agencies' (department)
sunset review and report regarding the office of consumer counsel (office) and the utility consumers'
board (board) by:
! Continuing the office and the board for 7 years, to 2028;
! Clarifying that, in addition to being authorized to appear before and participate in the public utilities
commission's proceedings, the office is authorized to appear before and participate in other agencies'
proceedings;
! Changing the name of the office to the office of the utility consumer advocate and the name of the
head of the office from the consumer counsel to the director;
! Changing the board from a type 1 transfer to a type 2 transfer;
! Repealing requirements that the board annually review the office's performance and confer with the
executive director of the department regarding hiring and performance evaluation matters; and
! Repealing the requirement that members of the board represent all 7 of the state's congressional
districts and instead requiring that appointing authorities ensure that the board's membership reflect the
greatest degree of diversity possible.
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Section 1 of the bill declares that, due to recent dramatic increases in both the extraction and
transportation of natural gas and the construction of new homes and businesses in close proximity to
these activities, it is appropriate to consolidate, strengthen, and streamline the safety regulations that
apply to natural gas pipeline utilities.Section 2 updates and clarifies the duty of the public utilities
commission (PUC) to collaborate with the United States department of transportation (DOT) on pipeline
safety issues by:
! Formally accepting responsibility to enforce DOT pipeline safety rules; and
J.001 ! Adopting rules at the state level as needed to comply with federal requirements. The PUC's rules may
J.002 be more stringent than required by federal standards in specified areas.
L.005 Section 3 amends existing penalty provisions for pipeline safety violations by:
L.007 ! Increasing the penalty cap from $100,000 per violation to $200,000, and increasing the aggregate total
from $1 million to $2 million;
! Allowing the PUC to recover court costs if it must sue to recover any penalty assessed against a
violator; and
! Requiring any compromise of a penalty to be based on objective metrics and factors, including the
severity of the violation, the extent to which the violator has remedied the conditions that led to the
violation, and the amount the violator agrees to spend on approved measures to reduce future risk. Any
such compromise may not reduce the amount payable as a penalty below $5,000 per violation.

Governor
Signed

L.002
L.003
L.004
L.005

The bill directs the state treasurer to make an immediate, one-time transfer of $40 million from the
general fund to the energy fund administered by the Colorado energy office (CEO). The CEO may use
the money for its ongoing programs plus the following enumerated purposes:
- Making grants to the Colorado Clean Energy Fund and the Colorado new energy improvement district
totaling up to $30 million and $3 million, respectively;
- Increasing the amounts available through residential energy upgrade loans by up to $2 million; and
Support
- Providing up to $5 million in additional funding to the charge ahead Colorado program administered by
the CEO.
The bill requires the CEO to periodically report on its expenditures to the office of state planning and
budgeting and the general assembly.
The bill appropriates $40 million from the energy fund to the CEO to be used for the specified purposes.

Sent to the
Governor

L.002
L.004
L.005

The bill directs the state treasurer to make an immediate, one-time transfer of $3 million from the
general fund to the agriculture value-added cash fund to augment the department of agriculture's
ongoing advancing Colorado's renewable energy and energy efficiency (ACRE 3 ) program. The bill also
appropriates $2 million from the general fund to the conservation services division within the department Support
of agriculture for the purpose of administering voluntary soil health programs.
The bill requires the department of agriculture to periodically report on its expenditures to the office of
state planning and budgeting and the general assembly.
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The bill creates the front range passenger rail district (district) for the purpose of planning, designing,
Support
developing, financing, constructing, operating, and maintaining an interconnected passenger rail system
(system) along the front range. The district is specifically required to work collaboratively with the
regional transportation district (RTD) to ensure interconnectivity with any passenger rail system
operated by or for the RTD and with Amtrak on interconnectivity with Amtrak's Southwest Chief,
California Zephyr, and Winter Park Express trains, including but not limited to rerouting of the Amtrak
Southwest Chief passenger train. If deemed appropriate by the board of directors of the district and by
the board of directors of RTD, the district may share with RTD capital costs associated with shared use
of rail line infrastructure in the northwest rail line corridor for passenger train service.
The area that comprises the district extends from Wyoming to New Mexico and includes:
The entirety of the city and county of Broomfield and the city and county of Denver;
All areas within Adams, Arapahoe, Boulder, Douglas, El Paso, Huerfano, Jefferson, Larimer, Las
Animas, Pueblo, and Weld counties that are located within the territory of a metropolitan planning
organization (MPO);
All areas within Huerfano, Las Animas, and Pueblo counties that are not located within the territory of a
MPO and are located within a county precinct that is located wholly or partly within 5 miles of the public
right-of-way of interstate highway 25; and
All areas within Larimer and Weld counties that are not located within the territory of a MPO and are
located within a county precinct that is north of the city of Fort Collins and is located wholly or partly
within 5 miles of the public right-of-way of interstate highway 25.
The district is governed by a board of directors composed of appointees of transportation planning
organizations that have jurisdiction within the territory of the district, the governor, and the executive
director of the department of transportation (CDOT), as well as a nonvoting representative of RTD, and,
if the respective governors and chief executive officers choose to make appointments, nonvoting
representatives of the BNSF Railway, the Union Pacific Railroad, Amtrak, and communities in Wyoming
and New Mexico. Of the directors appointed by the governor, one must be a representative of organized
labor and one must be a representative of a conservation organization with expertise in transit-oriented
land use planning. The board must be fully appointed by April 1, 2022, with an earlier appointment
deadline for some appointees. The board must convene for its initial meeting not later than May 15,
2022, and on that date, the existing southwest chief and front range passenger rail commission is
terminated and any remaining commission funds are transferred to the district.
The district is authorized to exercise the powers necessary to plan, design, develop, finance, construct,
operate, and maintain the system including but not limited to:
The power, subject to the approval of the voters of the district and other specified limitations, to levy a
sales and use tax and to exercise specified taxing authority common to special districts within the district
and to issue bonds;
The power, subject to the approval of the owners of property within a 2-mile radius of any existing or
proposed passenger rail station, to create a station area improvement district with the authority to levy
additional sales and use tax, special assessments on real property, or both, to cover the costs of
construction, operation, and maintenance of the station;
The power to enter into public-private partnerships; and
The power to employ its own personnel or contract with public or private entities, or both, for the
operation and maintenance of the system.
The bill directs the public utilities commission (PUC) to establish energy savings targets and approve
plans under which investor-owned electric utilities will promote the use of energy-efficient electric
equipment in place of less efficient fossil-fuel-based systems. This directive would substantially follow
the model of existing demand-side management (DSM) policies established by the PUC.Section 1 of the
bill declares that DSM has provided substantial economic and environmental benefits, and the PUC's
administration of DSM has successfully carried out legislative intent; therefore, the PUC is directed to
implement the beneficial electrification programs and plans using the same approach.Sections 2 and 4
specify the parameters for these programs and plans, including the types of systems and appliances
Support
that are eligible for installation, the criteria to be considered when the PUC evaluates plan proposals, the
implementation of plans, utility cost-recovery mechanisms, and performance incentives. Section 4 also
requires that any installation, upgrade, or new construction under a beneficial electrification program
must be performed either by utility employees or by qualified, Colorado-licensed contractors.Section 3
directs the PUC to apply current standards for measurement of the social cost of carbon emissions,
including methane, in evaluating the cost, benefit, or net present value of utility plans and proposals for
beneficial electrification.Section 5 makes a conforming amendment.
The bill creates new sources of dedicated funding and new state enterprises to enable the planning,
funding, development, construction, maintenance, and supervision of a sustainable transportation
system by preserving, improving, and expanding existing transportation infrastructure, developing the
modern infrastructure needed to support the widespread adoption of electric motor vehicles, and
mitigating adverse environmental and health impacts of transportation system use as explained on the
bill website here.
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Section 1 of the bill declares that customer-sited renewable energy generation facilities (distributed
generation) such as rooftop solar panels, together with increased storage capacity and enhanced
master meter operations, can make important contributions toward meeting Colorado's declared goal of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions while providing a reliable, adaptable supply of electricity for homes,
businesses, and the rapidly increasing numbers of electric vehicles.Sections 3 and 5 remove most of the
existing limitations on the size of distributed generation facilities, which currently cannot exceed 120% of
a customer's historical annual usage, to qualify for renewable energy credits. Section 3 also expands an
existing exemption from regulation as a public utility to include persons who sell excess power from
distributed generation located anywhere on their property or on property owned or leased by others in a
master meter operation, e.g., an apartment building or mobile home park. Section 4 grants master meter
operators (MMOs) that sell power from distributed generation a limited exemption from the general
requirement not to charge their end users any amount above what they are billed for electricity supplied
by the serving electric utility. MMOs may retain refunds, rebates, rate reductions, net metering credits,
and similar reductions offered by the serving utility in its net metering program but may not charge end
L.011
users at a rate higher than the serving utility's otherwise applicable rate for that class of utility customer.
L.012
Section 5 requires a qualifying retail utility to allow, and to adopt standards for the approval of,
L.013
customer-owned meter collar adapters in residential installations. The public utilities commission (PUC)
L.015
retains authority to resolve any disputes concerning the standards or their application in specific cases.
L.016
Section 2 defines a meter collar adapter as a device installed between the electric meter and the meter Support
L.017
socket box that allows the customer to interconnect power from on-site sources.
L.021
Section 5 also:
L.025
Requires qualifying retail utilities, under the standard offer to purchase renewable energy credits, to
L.028
purchase energy produced from any renewable energy resources rather than exclusively solar energy
L.031
resources;
L.034
Doubles the allowable size of on-site renewable energy installations under the standard offer, from 500
kilowatts to one megawatt;
Narrows the requirements for small hydroelectric facilities that qualify as renewable energy resources to
exclude those that require the construction of new dams or reservoirs;
Adds renewable energy storage as an eligible energy resource under the renewable energy standard
and defines "renewable energy storage" as a facility that stores energy that is derived only from
renewable energy resources;
Allows a customer to carry forward monthly bill credits from distributed generation indefinitely, at any
service address within a qualifying retail utility's service territory, unless the customer chooses to be
reimbursed annually; and
Directs the PUC to adopt rules to accommodate the aggregation and interconnection of retail distributed
generation, including the pooling of renewable energy resources under a master meter or similar
arrangement and the allocation of credits among customers on different rate schedules.

L.002
L.004
L.005
L.006
L.011

Section 1 of the bill defines a "gas distribution utility" (GDU) as a gas public utility with more than 90,000
retail customers. The bill requires each GDU to file a clean heat plan (plan) with the public utilities
commission (PUC). A plan must demonstrate how the GDU will use clean heat resources to meet clean
heat targets (targets) established in the bill. The targets are a 5% reduction below 2015 greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission levels by 2025 and 20% below 2015 GHG emission levels by 2030. Section 1 makes a
legislative finding that meeting these targets will facilitate the electric generating utility sector's
compliance with the state's GHG emission reduction goals by reducing GDUs' carbon dioxide and
methane emissions.
A plan may use qualified offsets as one method to meet the targets. A GDU that uses only clean heat
resources in its plan to meet the targets is not subject to any other GHG emission reduction
requirements during the 5-year period covered by the plan. If a GDU does not file a plan, the air quality
control commission (AQCC) will adopt rules to require the GDU to meet a 30% GHG emission reduction
by 2035 when compared to 2015 levels.
Support
The PUC will initiate a rule-making proceeding by August 1, 2021, to adopt rules that establish a cost
cap for each GDU's compliance with its plan. The cost cap is 2% of gas bills for all of a GDU's fullservice customers. A plan that costs equal to or less than the cost cap and uses clean heat resources to
the maximum practicable extent need not meet the targets. A plan that uses only clean heat resources
and meets the targets need not comply with the cost cap. The PUC is directed to approve a plan if the
PUC finds that doing so is in the public interest.
A municipal GDU must file a plan that demonstrates a 20% GHG emission reduction by 2030 compared
with 2015 levels. Small GDUs may file a plan, which is subject to the cost cap and must contain its own
targets.
Section 2 requires the AQCC to initiate a rule-making proceeding by January 1, 2022, to define qualified
offsets that plans may use to meet a target. The AQCC will start another rule-making proceeding by
January 1, 2029, to determine mass-based GHG emission reduction goals for plans for 2035, 2040,
2045, and 2050.Section 3 gives the oil and gas conservation commission authority over class VI
injection wells used for sequestration of GHG, including through the issuance of permits.
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6/10/2021

Governor
Signed

Section 1 of the bill authorizes the allocation of up to $250,000 per year of the money that the
commission receives from the public utilities commission fixed utility fund for outside consultants and
experts.
Section 2 requires an intervenor in a commission matter to disclose any financial relationship between
that intervenor and any other intervenor in the matter.
Section 3 directs the commission to adopt rules to require the commission, when considering any matter
before the commission, to improve equity and prioritize disproportionately impacted communities. Under
current law, the annual fee collected from each regulated public utility is capped at 0.25% of the public
utility's gross instrastate utility operating revenue for the preceding calendar year; except that the annual
fee collected from a public utility that is a telephone corporation is capped at 0.20% of the telephone
corporation's gross intrastate utility operating revenue for the preceding calendar year.
Too
Section 4 removes the cap on annual fees collected from regulated public utilities.
Many to Section 5 requires the commission to promulgate rules requiring qualifying retail utilities subject to the
List
renewable energy standard to retire renewable energy credits in a manner that benefits cities, counties,
Here.
Support
and businesses in the state and is consistent with timely attainment of the state's clean energy and
See
climate goals.
Bill's
Section 6 requires the commission to promulgate rules to establish fixed rates for net metering credits
page. provided to community solar garden subscribers on their electric bills. With respect to the retirement of
any electric generating facility,
section 7 requires an investor-owned electric utility to submit, and the commission to consider, net
present value of revenue requirement projections, one based on using Colorado energy impact bonds
and one based on not using Colorado energy impact bonds.
Section 8 requires the commission, in approving a resource plan, to include the social cost of carbon
dioxide with regard to a portfolio's net present value of revenue requirements.
Section 9 requires each regulated public utility that uses resource planning software to provide
commission staff with licenses to the software and with model assumptions used for the software.
Section 10 expands the time for the commission to issue a decision on an application that is not
accompanied by prefiled testimony and exhibits from 210 days to 250 days after the commission has
deemed the application complete.

3/17/2021

House
Committee on
Finance
Postpone
Indefinitely

Currently, the location of a small or low impact hydroelectric energy facility, a geothermal energy facility,
a biomass energy facility, a wind energy facility, or a solar energy facility on real property does not affect
the classification of that real property for purposes of determining the actual value of that real property.
As a result, a county assessor cannot use the location of the facility as a basis for reclassifying the real
property. The bill creates an exception to this requirement for real property that, immediately prior to the
location of the facility, was classified as agricultural. Therefore, an assessor will be able to consider the
location of the facility when determining whether the real property should be reclassified.

3/3/2021

House
Committee on
Energy &
Environment
Postpone
Indefinitely

The bill invalidates any statute, rule, or local ordinance or resolution that limits or prohibits, except as
required for safety purposes, the installation in a new or existing home or business any system or
appliance that uses natural gas or propane for cooking, hot water, space heating, or electrical
generation.

Senate Second
Reading Laid
Over to
3/31/2021
09/15/2021 - No
Amendments

L.001

The bill requires that proposed public school building sites be set back from existing oil and gas facilities
a distance that is no less than:
! The setback distance required by the local governmenthaving land use jurisdiction over the site for
locating newoil and gas facilities from public school properties; or
! If there are no local government setback requirements, the setback distance required by the oil and
gas conservation commission for siting new oil and gas facilities from existing public school properties.
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The bill requires a road usage equalization fee (equalization fee) to be imposed at the time of annual
registration on each plug-in electric motor vehicle that is required to be registered in the state. The fee is
set in an amount that is estimated to achieve parity between the aggregate amount of motor vehicle
registration fees and motor fuel excise taxes paid per vehicle by owners of plug-in electric motor
vehicles and vehicles fueled by gasoline, diesel, or other special fuels and is annually adjusted for
inflation.
The executive directors of the department of transportation and the department of revenue are required
to form a joint working group to develop recommendations as to whether and to what extent the
equalization fee should be adjusted to achieve the goal of maintaining parity between plug-in electric
motor vehicle owners and owners of motor vehicles that use motor fuel for propulsion with respect to the
aggregate amount in motor vehicle registration fees and motor fuel taxes paid. The recommendations
must include recommendations as to whether the road equalization fee needs to be adjusted to account
for changes to motor fuel excise tax rates or the imposition of other government charges that are
Oppose
calculated on the basis of motor fuel consumption, whether the amount of the fee should be different for
personal and commercial vehicles, or whether the amount of the fee should vary based on specified
factors. After the joint working group reports to the executive directors, the executive directors or their
designees must prepare a written report regarding the recommendations for presentation to the
transportation legislation review committee during the 2022 legislative interim.
Revenue generated by the fee:
Must be credited to the highway users tax fund (HUTF) and distributed pursuant to the existing "second
stream" HUTF allocation formula as follows:
60% to the state highway fund;
22% to counties; and
18% to municipalities; and
Must be used only for maintenance of existing highways, streets, and roads.
The public employees' retirement association (PERA) board (board) is required to create an exclusion
list of all fossil fuel companies in whose stocks, securities, equities, assets, or other obligations PERA
has any money or assets directly invested. The board is required to notify any company on the list of its
inclusion on the list and of the divestment requirements of the bill. The board is required to periodically
update the exclusion list.
A company that was included on the exclusion list may request that it be removed from the list on the
basis of clear and convincing evidence that it is not currently a fossil fuel company or that it will no
longer meet such definition by a certain date.
Within 6 months from the completion of the exclusion list, the board is required to issue a determination
as to whether divestment from the companies on the exclusion list complies with the board's fiduciary
obligations. If the board determines that divestment from any company on the exclusion list does not
comply with its fiduciary obligations, the board will remove the company from the exclusion list.
Beginning one year after the effective date of the bill, the board is required to:
- Divest the funds managed by PERA (fund) of any stocks, securities, equities, assets, or other
obligations of companies on the exclusion list in which any money or assets of the fund are directly
invested; and
- Cease new direct investments of any money or assets of the fund in any stocks, securities, or other
obligations of any company that is a fossil fuel company.
The board is required to complete divestment from fossil fuel companies by a specified date.
Beginning one year after the effective date of the bill, the board is required to endeavor to ensure that no
money or assets of the fund are invested in an indirect investment vehicle unless the board is satisfied
that such indirect investment vehicle is unlikely to have in excess of 2% of its assets directly or indirectly
invested in fossil fuel companies.
The board is required to issue periodic reports to the members of the pension review commission of the
general assembly outlining all actions taken to comply with the requirements of the bill.
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Current law requires the air quality control commission (commission) to give at least 60 days' notice
before the hearing when promulgating certain rules that set air quality standards. The bill clarifies that
the commission may give an earlier notice and requires the notice to include a description of the classes
of persons and entities that will be affected by the proposed rule.

Current law authorizes people to submit alternate proposals to the commission's rules that set air quality
standards. The bill requires the commission to promulgate rules concerning alternate proposals that:

XB21-125

Sen. J. Cooke

Air Quality

AQCC Rules

4/1/2021

Senate
Committee on
Transportation
& Energy
Postpone
Indefinitely

! Establish a deadline for submitting these proposals, but the deadline can be no later than the deadline
for party statements;
! Govern the submission of proposals;
! Establish procedures for assigning a hearing officer to make the determination whether the proposal
complies with the requirements;
! Ensure that any party to the hearing is afforded sufficient time before the hearing to consider proposals
and file with the commission a written response to the proposal.
L0001

The commission is prohibited from considering an alternate proposal at the hearing unless the proposal:
! Complies with the bill, as determined by a hearing officer; and
! Includes:
! An initial economic impact analysis;
! A description of the classes of persons that will be affected; and
! A statement as to whether the proposal was developed in consultation with those persons or why
consultation with those persons was not conducted.
No later than 10 days after receiving an alternate proposal, a hearing officer must:
! Determine whether the proposal complies with the bill; and
! Provide notice of the determinations to all persons that have filed with the commission a written
request to receive the notices.
The bill requires the proponents of an alternate proposal to provide to the commission a final economic
impact analysis.
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Sen. B.
Gardner
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Siting near
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Senate
Committee on
State, Veterans,
3/23/2021
& Military Affairs
Postpone
Indefinitely

The bill requires a wind energy developer or owner to notify the United States department of defense
military aviation and installation assurance siting clearinghouse (clearinghouse) of the new construction
or expansion of a wind energy facility if the proposed project would include vertical construction
exceeding 200 feet in height.
Upon receiving notification of a proposed project, the clearinghouse is requested to review the proposed
project to determine whether it would have an adverse impact to military mission, training, or operations
and to notify the wind energy developer of its determination in writing within 90 days after receiving the
notice. If the clearinghouse determines the proposed project will have no adverse impact, the proposed
Oppose
project may proceed. If the clearinghouse determines that the proposed project will have an adverse
impact, the proposed project may proceed only if the wind energy developer or owner commits to
resolving the adverse impact through the implementation of mitigation measures that the clearinghouse
identifies in its determination.
A wind energy developer or owner shall not construct a new wind energy facility or expand an existing
wind energy facility in a manner that includes any vertical construction in excess of 50 feet in height if
the wind energy facility is located within 2 nautical miles of an active federal military missile launch or
control facility.
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GHG Reduction 4/20/2021
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CRES
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The bill requires the public utilities commission (PUC) to adopt by rule, no later than July 31, 2022,
Support
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction programs (reduction programs) for large natural gas utilities
(those that have at least 250,000 customer accounts in Colorado) and small natural gas utilities (those
that have fewer than 250,000 customer accounts in Colorado) (collectively, utilities). Municipally owned
utilities may, but need not, participate in a reduction program. The rules must include reporting
requirements and a process for utilities to fully recover qualified investments, which are prudently
incurred costs associated with a reduction program.
The bill establishes the following GHG emission reduction targets, using a utility's 2019 GHG emissions
as a baseline:
By January 1, 2025, at least 5%;
By January 1, 2030, at least 10%; and
On and after January 1, 2035, at least 15%.
GHG emission reductions from the delivery of natural gas to other utilities and transportation sector
retail customers are excluded from the reduction programs. The following sources of GHG emission
reductions are included in the reduction programs:
Methane leaked from the transportation and delivery of natural gas from natural gas distribution and
service pipelines; and Carbon dioxide emitted by the utility's retail customers (other than those in the
transportation sector) as a result of the combustion of natural gas delivered by the utility.
GHG emission reductions can be achieved by:
Using renewable natural gas, which must account for at least 35% of the emission reductions;
Emission offsets;
Methane emission reductions from a variety of mechanisms; and
Other programs developed by the utility and approved by the PUC that demonstrate GHG emission
reductions.
If a large utility's total incremental annual cost to meet the GHG emission reduction targets exceeds 2%
of the large utility's total revenue requirement for a particular year, the large utility shall not make
additional qualified investments under the reduction program for that year without approval from the
PUC.
Small utilities may opt in to the reduction program as established by the PUC by rule. The rule must
include tradeable credits and a rate cap limiting the small utility's costs of making qualified investments.
For included emission reductions and until 2025, a utility participating in a reduction program is not
subject to any additional GHG emission reduction requirements or required to incur any additional costs
under Colorado's generally applicable GHG emission reduction requirements if the utility:
Files with the PUC a plan that contains approvable and cost-effective programs that make progress
toward the GHG emission reduction targets and are projected to meet either the applicable emission
reduction targets or the applicable retail rate impact;
Reports GHG emission reductions consistent with the accounting methodology established by the
division of administration in the department of public health and environment; and
Is either projected to meet the GHG emission reduction targets in an applicable year or the PUC finds
that the projected costs to achieve the emission reductions have met the applicable retail rate impact.
The bill gives the oil and gas conservation commission the authority to authorize class VI injection
permits, which authorize the deep sequestration of carbon dioxide.
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The bill requires a cooperative electric association (association) to adopt a wildland fire protection plan.
The plan must include information on:
Areas where the association has powerline facilities that may have an increased risk of wildland fires;
The procedures and standards that the association will use to inspect and operate its powerline facilities
and perform vegetation management around those facilities;
The modifications or upgrades that the association will implement to reduce risks of wildland fires;
The procedures for de-energizing powerline facilities to mitigate potential wildland fires;
Community outreach efforts during the wildland fire season; and
The potential for coordination with other wildland fire protection plans.
An association must file its wildland fire protection plan with the public utilities commission every 3 years
and must submit an annual report to the commission detailing its compliance with the plan.
The bill allows, but does not require, an association to remove or partially remove vegetation outside of
a powerline facility easement as necessary following a major weather event or other emergency
situation. In addition, an association may designate vegetation as "hazard vegetation" if the association
finds that the vegetation is dead, likely to fail, or likely to fall, sway, or grow into a powerline facility and
finds that the vegetation is likely to cause substantial damage, disrupt service, or come within a
minimum clearance distance of the powerline facility. An association may, but is not required to, remove
or partially remove hazard vegetation outside of an easement after providing notice to the landowner.
The association is not required to provide notice if removal of the hazard vegetation is necessary to
Support
continue safe operation of its facilities or if the removal is done as part of trimming or removing
vegetation after a storm or other emergency event.
If vegetation outside of a powerline facility easement dies as the result of being trimmed or partially
removed by an association, the landowner may request that the association remove the vegetation at
the association's expense. The association is required to remove the vegetation within ninety days;
except that the association may offer and the landowner may accept payment for the reasonable cost of
removal instead of the association removing the vegetation.
An association is not liable for personal injury, property damage, or fire suppression costs resulting from
a wildland fire if any of the following apply:
The association filed a wildland fire protection plan and completed the activities described in it;
A landowner failed to control vegetation outside of a powerline facility easement on the landowner's
land;
The association requested and was denied access to perform vegetation management in a right-of-way
on land owned by a local government, the state, a federal agency, or a tribal agency; or
A landowner prevented the association from maintaining its powerline facility easement or from
removing hazard vegetation outside the easement.
If none of those circumstances apply and an association is found liable for a wildland fire, the prevailing
plaintiff is limited to actual damages and cannot recover noneconomic, punitive, or exemplary damages.
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The bill creates the Colorado recycling and composting infrastructure enterprise (enterprise) within the
department of public health and environment (department) to develop and modernize the recycling and
composting infrastructure in the state. The enterprise is authorized to issue revenue bonds.
The bill creates the Colorado recycling and composting infrastructure enterprise grant program (grant
program) within the department to provide grants to eligible entities to:
Create new or expand existing recycling, recovery, and composting operations;
Create markets for recycled materials, including the use of food service packaging as feedstock in the
production of new products; and
Facilitate recycling, composting, litter cleanup, and education efforts concerning recycling and
composting practices.
The bill creates the Colorado recycling and composting infrastructure enterprise board (enterprise
board) to administer the grant program and submit an annual report concerning the grant program.
The bill creates the Colorado recycling and composting infrastructure enterprise grant program cash
fund (cash fund) and requires the enterprise board to award grants from the cash fund.
The bill allows the executive board to promulgate rules to implement the grant program and requires the
solid and hazardous waste commission (commission) to promulgate rules establishing a process for
L.001
calculating the rates at which common types of food service packaging are being recycled or composted
L.003
in the state, based on recently available data. On or before January 1, 2025, the commission must use
L.007
the process to calculate such rates. Thereafter, the commission must recalculate each rate at least
L.008
every 2 years. The enterprise board must evaluate the rates and advise the commission regarding their Support
L.009
accuracy.
L.010
The bill requires the enterprise to determine and impose a fee on food service packaging that is initially
J.001
sold or offered for sale in the state, as follows:
L.017
On and after January 1, 2022, and until January 1, 2030, the enterprise shall impose a fee in an amount
to be determined by the enterprise but which may not exceed three-tenths of a cent on each unit of the
food service packaging;
On and after January 1, 2030, and until January 1, 2035, if the food service packaging is a type of food
service packaging for which the commission has calculated a recycling or composting rate that is less
than 50%, the enterprise shall impose a fee in an amount to be determined by the enterprise but which
may not exceed six-tenths of a cent on each unit of the food service packaging; and
On and after January 1, 2035, if the food service packaging is a type of food service packaging for which
the commission has calculated a recycling or composting rate that is less than 75%, the enterprise shall
impose a fee in an amount to be determined by the enterprise but which may not exceed one cent on
each unit of the food service packaging.
The enterprise shall collect the fee from the distributor that initially sells the food service packaging into
the state. All money collected as fees must be deposited into the cash fund.
The bill requires the commission to conduct an assessment of the state's recycling and composting
infrastructure on or before January 1, 2022, including examining the types of food service packaging
being collected, processed, recycled, or composted in the state.

CRES Action

Current law requires the air quality control commission (AQCC) to adopt rules that will result in the
statewide reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of 26% by 2025, 50% by 2030, and 90% by
2050, as compared to 2005 emissions. Section 2 of the bill supplements these requirements by:

XB21-200
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Reading Laid
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J.001
L.001
L.004
L.005
L.008
L.009
L.010

Directing the AQCC to:
Consider the social cost of GHG emissions;
Require GHG reductions on a linear or more stringent path; and
Finalize its implementing rules by March 1, 2022, including specific net emission weight limits for various
emission sectors, subject to modification by the AQCC, including through the use of a multi-sector
program;
Directing each wholesale generation and transmission electric cooperative to file with the public utilities
commission a responsible energy plan that will achieve at least an 80% GHG reduction by 2030 as
compared to 2005 levels and specifying that if a plan is not filed, the cooperative must achieve at least a
90% GHG reduction by 2030 as compared to 2005 levels; and
Support
Directing each retail, wholesale, and municipal electric utility and cooperative electric association to
reduce its GHG emissions by at least 95% between 2035 and 2040 and by 100% by 2040.
Section 3 adds GHG to the definition of "regulated pollutant", prohibits the AQCC from excluding GHG
emissions from the requirement to pay annual emission fees that are based on emissions of regulated
pollutants, gives the AQCC rule-making authority to set the GHG annual emission fee, and authorizes
the use of these fees for outreach to and engagement of disproportionately impacted communities.
Section 4 requires the AQCC's GHG reporting rules to establish an assumed emission rate representing
the average regional fossil fuel generation emission rate for electricity generated by a renewable energy
resource for which the associated renewable energy credit is not retired in the year generated.Section 5
creates an environmental justice ombudsperson position and an environmental justice advisory board in
the department of public health and environment. The ombudsperson and the advisory board will work
collaboratively to promote environmental justice in Colorado. Sections 2 and 5 specify processes for
soliciting and facilitating input from disproportionately impacted communities regarding proposed AQCC
rule changes and departmental decision-making.
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